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Abstract

In reactive unicast routing protocols, Route Discovery aims to include only bidirectional links in discovered routing
paths. This is typically accomplished by having routers maintain a “blacklist” of links recently confirmed (through Route
Reply processing) to be unidirectional – which is then used for excluding subsequent Route Discovery control messages
received over these links from being processed and forwarded.

This paper first presents an analytical model, which allows to study the impact of unidirectional links being present
in a network, on the performance of reactive routing protocols. Next, this paper identifies that despite the use of a
“blacklist”, the Route Discovery process may result in discovery of false forward routes, i.e., routes containing unidirec-
tional links – and proposes a counter-measure denoted Forward Bidirectionality Check. This paper further proposes a
Loop Exploration mechanism, allowing to properly include unidirectional links in a discovered routing topology – with
the goal of providing bidirectional connectivity even in absence of bidirectional paths in the network.

Finally, each of these proposed mechanisms are subjected to extensive network simulations in static scenarios. When
the fraction of unidirectional links is moderate (15�50%), simulations find Forward Bidirectionality Check to significantly
increase the probability that bidirectional routing paths can be discovered by a reactive routing protocol, while incurring
only an insignificant additional overhead. Further, in networks with a significant fraction of unidirectional links (� 50%),
simulations reveal that Loop Exploration preserves the ability of a reactive routing protocol to establish bidirectional
communication (possibly through non-bidirectional paths), but at the expense of a substantial additional overhead.

Keywords: unidirectional links, routing, ad hoc network, reactive protocol

1. Introduction

The routing protocols for ad hoc networks have two
main categories: proactive and reactive. Proactive pro-
tocols rely on periodic routing control message exchange
to build routes before they are actually required. Reac-
tive protocols, on the other hand, trigger routing control
messages only when a path is desired. The basic opera-
tion of reactive routing protocols, e.g., DSR [1], AODV
[2], LOADng [3], is route discovery, illustrated in figure 1:
a router with a packet to deliver to a destination, and
which does not have a valid entry in its routing table for
that destination, will issue a Route Request (RREQ) (fig-
ure 1b), di↵used through the network (figure 1b-c-d) so as
to reach all other routers. When a router forwards this
RREQ, it records an entry in its routing table towards the
originator of that RREQ – a reverse route indicating the
eventual path from the destination to the originator. If
the destination is present in the network, it will eventually
receive the RREQ, and respond by a unicast Route Reply
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(RREP) (figure 1e), sent along the previously installed re-
verse route towards the originator of the RREQ. The routers
forwarding the RREP will install a forward route towards
the destination. Once the RREP arrives at the originator
of the corresponding RREQ, a bidirectional path has thus
been installed, and is available for use.

If multiple RREQs (with the same sequence number)
are received by a destination D from the same source S,
D will send a RREP in reply to “the RREQ corresponding to
the shortest path”. If an intermediate router x receives two
RREQs from the same S, for the same D, and with the same
sequence number, x will forward “the RREQ corresponding
to the shortest path” and ignore subsequent RREQs, as il-
lustrated in figure 1d-e, where the RREQ received by router
B from router E is ignored.

When a link is detected to be broken (typically through
a link-layer notification of a data-packet failing to be de-
livered to a next hop), the detecting router may engage in
a route-repair operation – essentially a new RREQ/RREP cy-
cle to discover a path to the destination – and if that fails,
issue a route-error (RERR) message to inform the source of
the failed data-packet of the error.

This basic Route Discovery process, will neither dis-
cover nor avoid unidirectional links. If, with reference to
figure 1, a unidirectional link A ! B exists on that short-
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Figure 1: An example illustrating the Route Discovery process for a
reactive routing protocol. The gray arrows indicate the underlaying
L2 connectivity (a). S seeks a route to D, issues an RREQ (b) which is
flooded through the network (b-c-d) until it reaches the destination
D – which responds by generating and unicasting an RREP (e).

est path, the RREP will never reach S — which will expe-
rience a timeout and restart Route Discovery. Subsequent
Route Discoveries will face the exact same situation: even
if a bidirectional path S $ C $ E $ B $ D exists, it
will not be discovered because of the unidirectional link
A ! B.

Excluding unidirectional links is reasonable, even nec-
essary, when the underlying data-link layer itself requires
bidirectionality for data tra�c forwarding – such as if
data-link layer acknowledgement of successful packet de-
livery are used, e.g., ContikiMAC [4], X-MAC [5], IEEE
802.11b DCF or IEEE 802.15.4-2015 TSCH [6]. Reac-
tive protocols therefore include mechanisms for detecting
unidirectional links, and for excluding them from routing
paths, and from being used as part of routing protocol
operation. These mechanisms are Reverse Bidirectionality
Check (RBC ) (expecting Route Reply Acknowledgements,
denoted RREP ACKs, sent in response to RREPs) and Black-
lists (ignoring subsequent route discovery messages from a
neighbour, who did not send an RREP ACK in response to
an RREP) – both detailed in section 4.

1.1. Statement of Purpose

Even when the underlying layer 2 protocol does not re-
quire link bidirectionality, unidirectional links, when present
in the network, pose a number of challenges for reactive
routing protocols. These links can be detected (by way of
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Figure 2: Example of unidirectional loop: links (A,B), (B,C),
(C,D) and (D,A) are unidirectional. There is bidirectional connec-
tivity between A and B, but there is no bidirectional path between
A and B.

RBC ) and excluded (by way of Blacklists), at best, at the
cost of repeated (costly) Route Discovery operations, but
this entails the risk of rendering a network disconnected.
Indeed, excluding unidirectional links from route discovery
and computation may cause artificial network partitioning
and prevent communication between nodes for which bidi-
rectional connectivity is topologically available. Figure 2
illustrates a case in which routers A and D can communi-
cate with each other (via unidirectional paths A ! B ! D
and D ! C ! A), although no bidirectional path between
A and D is available.

The exclusion of unidirectional links in this case would
partition the network, in which any pair of routers could
otherwise communicate, in four isolated regions – one per
router. Moreover, detecting and excluding unidirectional
links between A and D, by using existing mechanisms
such as RBC and Blacklisting, would actually not be su�-
cient to prevent the installation of “false forward routes”,
i.e., paths which contain unidirectional links in the direc-
tion A ! D.

The objective of this paper is (i) to study the perfor-
mance characteristics of reactive routing protocols, when
facing unidirectional links, (ii) to analyse the cases in which
existing mechanisms (notably RBC + Blacklisting) fail
to properly exclude unidirectional links from discovered
routing topologies and cause false forward routes to be
installed, and (iii) to develop and propose mechanisms
rendering reactive routing protocols resilient to, and able
to properly exploit unidirectional links without relying on
any propagation model nor specific layer 2 types when fea-
sible.

This paper proposes two new mechanisms, the Forward
Bidirectionality Check (FBC) and the Loop Exploration
(LE). FBC is useful for properly identifying unidirectional
links in the network (without incurring in “false forward
routes”) and LE allows to exploit them, if possible, for
route discovery. FBC can thus be used over any data-link
technology, whether data-link acknowledgements are used
or not. LE, in contrast, is only useful over a data-link
technology that does not filter out unidirectional links.

1.2. Paper Outline

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
section 2 overviews related work on unidirectional links
in reactive routing protocols, for the purpose of position-
ing and providing a context for the work of this paper.
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Section 3 provides – by way of an analytical model – a
study of the performance and behaviour of reactive routing
protocols, when exposed to network topologies containing
unidirectional links.

Unidirectional links may, in di↵erent ways, cause a net-
work to appear disconnected (to the routing protocol, and
thus to higher layers). Section 4 first explores the unidirec-
tional link exclusion mechanism of Reverse Bidirectionality
Check (RBC ) + Blacklisting in detail. This mechanism,
part of the RREP forwarding, is found to be insu�cient to
identify all unidirectional links, and may cause false for-
ward routes (i.e., paths containing unidirectional links in
the opposite direction of the intended tra�c flow) to be
installed as part of the Route Discovery process. To avoid
this, this paper proposes the alternative mechanism For-
ward Bidirectionality Check (FBC ), integrated in the RREQ
flooding.

Section 5 presents an algorithm, inspired by the ap-
proach taken by [7, 8], for detecting and utilising unidi-
rectional links in reactive unicast routing protocols, using
the Loop Exploration (LE ) technique.

Both proposed algorithms (FBC and LE ) are imple-
mented and tested in a network simulator, and a compre-
hensive simulation study is presented in section 6. Sec-
tion 7 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

Routing protocols either generally assume that links in
the network are bidirectional (symmetric), or include spe-
cific mechanisms for ensuring that unidirectional (asym-
metric) links are excluded from being considered for inclu-
sion in the routing topology [9]. Yet, unidirectional links
are common in wireless multi-hop networks [10, 11, 12],
in particular in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), and in
low-power and lossy networks (LLNs) [13, 14].

The impact of unidirectional links on the performance
of flat routing protocols, in particular on a distance-vector
protocol (DSDV), is studied in [10, 15]; these studies con-
clude that adapting distance-vector routing to use uni-
directional links requires increasing the control message
exchange rate (i.e., the control overhead) from O(n) to
O(n2). This is confirmed in [11], which concludes that
managing the topology in a network with unidirectional
links leads to a substantial increase of the routing over-
head, and provides a questionable performance benefit.
Furthermore, [12] observes that the e↵ect of unidirectional
links in a generic network cannot be exclusively deduced
from the fraction of links that are unidirectional, and pro-
poses a set of additional metrics (reachability, neighbours,
paths, change rate) to model and characterise the routing
impact in mobile ad hoc networks.

Di↵erent approaches have been proposed to address
unidirectional links. Some explore cross-layer or data-link
layer solutions [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] to make unidirectional
links transparent to the network layer. Others propose

to handle unidirectional links at the data-link layer and
thus hide their impact on upper layers – in particular, on
routing protocols – entirely [18]. This “bidirectional ab-
straction” is also explored in [19], which proposes to detect
unidirectional links via a HELLO message exchange, then
to build tunnels at the data-link layer. Assuming posi-
tioning information, [20] proposes that routers adjust their
transmission power to overcome detected asymmetries.

While these approaches can be useful for specific data-
link layer types, they are not adapted to provide a trans-
parent support for asymmetry in heterogeneous networks,
i.e., networks comprised of multiple di↵erent data-link lay-
ers (wireless, wireline, PLC, etc.). Asymmetric links in
such heterogeneous networks must necessarily be handled
above the data-link layer.

Network-layer approaches to handle unidirectional links,
mostly, explore modifications of existing routing protocols.
Such is the case for [8, 21], which address multicast rout-
ing over unidirectional links by extending ODMRP [22]
and ADMR [23], respectively – and which have inspired
the Loop Exploration mechanism, proposed in this paper.

The Unidirectional Link-state Protocol (ULP) is pro-
posed in [24]. For every unidirectional link detected, ULP
looks for – and maintains – an “inclusive cycle” allow-
ing communication in both directions, via pure and lim-
ited flooding. Alternatively, [25, 26] propose a periodic
HELLO message exchange to detect unidirectional links,
and maintain a connected, dominating and absorbent core
of routers, in a way such that every non-core router can
maintain bidirectional communication with the core (and
thereby with any other router in the network). Decen-
tralised construction and maintenance of this core requires
limited flooding; as in ULP, the number of hops that an
update is forwarded determines the maximum length of
the “inclusive cycle” that can be discovered around a uni-
directional link.

For reactive unicast routing protocols, operating in net-
works with unidirectional links, RODA [20] proposes a
Route Discovery process with two rounds of request and
reply: the first round of flooding (RREQ and RREP) to iden-
tify routes in both directions, and the second round with
unicast transmission of Forward and Reverse Packets to
install identified routes. Route maintenance is, then, per-
formed by way of periodic beaconing.

AODV [2] describes two mechanisms for explicitly ex-
cluding unidirectional links from being included in a rout-
ing topology: Reverse Bidirectionality Check + Blacklist-
ing, as discussed in section 1, as well as a periodic HELLO
message exchange verifying a priori and proactively with
which neighbours bidirectional links exist, and so from
which neighbours a RREQ can be accepted. These mech-
anisms are evaluated in [11], which also proposes, and
compares to, a third mechanism, RemotePathSearch. This
mechanism allows intermediate routers, and the destina-
tion, receiving an RREQ to perform a depth-first-like search
of reverse bidirectional paths via RREPs – thus excluding
paths with unidirectional links. EUDA [27] is an exten-
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sion to AODV that determines link unidirectionality upon
RREQ reception by estimating the link distance with a prop-
agation model and comparing it with the receiver’s range.
Common for all these is, that they target detecting and
preventing unidirectional links from being included in the
routing topology.

A similar detection mechanism to [27] is used in [28],
which also introduces a monitoring node that can provide
a 2-hop reverse route to include unidirectional links in
AODV route computation. Thus [28] is able to utilize
unidirectional links, but only under the condition that a
monitoring node, i.e., a common neighbour of both end-
points of the link, exists. A mechanism based on uni-
directional link counter is proposed in [29] that depends
on a neighbourhood discovery protocol and discovering 1-
hop detours in between neighbours.

In [17], an extensive work is performed in improving
the sensor network performance in the presence of unidi-
rectional links. Five protocols are proposed for di↵erent
network scenarios and assumptions. For example, Buck-
shot is based on source routing with minimum complexity
possible. Buckshot with Distance Vectors (BuckshotDV)
applies the distance vector mechanism to reduce the net-
work load by learning the “next-but-one” hop in the path.
Overhearing Supported Buckshot DV (OSBRDV) further
improves the number of message transmissions by over-
hearing the next-but-one hop. Unidirectional Link Trian-
gle Routing and Unidirectional Link Counter are based on
the assumption that unidirectional links are known before-
hand with certain neighborhood discovery protocol.

Dynamic Source Routing [1] can deal with unidirec-
tional links by using two network-wide floodings of RREQs
and RREP messages. However, the source-routing based
approach is very di↵erent from other table-driven pro-
tocols: it requires per-data-packet overhead to keep the
source routing information, and the RREQ messages have to
carry the accumulated path, which tends to be significant.
Both aspects (per-data-packet overhead and network-wide
flooding) should be avoided or minimized as much as pos-
sible, especially for low power and lossy networks (LLNs).

The IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Networks (RPL) [30] [31] builds a collection tree to one or
several “root” routers. It assumes links to be bi-directional
and depends on external mechanisms such as the Neigh-
bour Unreachability Detection (NUD) or Bidirectional For-
warding Detection (BFD) to discard (i.e., ignore) uni-
directional links.

3. The Impact of Unidirectional Links on Reactive
Routing Protocol Performance

In this section, the e↵ect of asymmetric links in route
discovery is studied, and the impact of asymmetry in rout-
ing performance is quantified by way of a stochastic model
of the RREQ and RREP transmission mechanisms. Section
3.1 presents the Idealized Optimized Flooding (IOF) as-
sumed in the model. Section 3.2 introduces the network
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Figure 3: Family (N = 5,m = 2).

model, key parameters, notation, and definitions for quan-
tifying the impact of asymmetry. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 de-
scribe RREQ flooding and Route Discovery (RREQ+RREP) as
Markov chains, and compute the corresponding probabil-
ity of Route Discovery success. Section 3.5 studies the
probability that bidirectional connectivity in the network
can be established – this provides an upper bound for the
success probability of Route Discovery. Finally, section
3.6 particularises the previously obtained results for the
two-level (Bernouilli) model of the probability of success-
ful transmission over a link.

3.1. Idealized Optimized Flooding

RREQs are sent through the network, typically [2, 3]
by way of pure flooding, i.e., all routers receiving a RREQ
retransmit (& process) it on first receipt, then drop sub-
sequently received copies. This is known to lead to redun-
dant retransmissions, possible collisions and, in general,
poor performance in dense dynamic networks [32]. Several
optimizations have been proposed and discussed for use in
reactive routing protocols to avoid interference between si-
multaneous transmission and search for the shortest path
[33]. Since flooding optimization is not the focus of this pa-
per, such an optimization is taken for granted. Thus, this
section considers an Idealized Optimized Flooding (IOF), in
which a transmitted RREQ is only retransmitted (once) by
the best possible relay(s), i.e., the router(s) covering more
new routers on a transmission.

3.2. System Model and Definitions

The scenario depicted in figure 3 represents the model
for wireless transmission in unidimensional networks, and
with unidirectional links, used in this section. In this net-
work, the number of RREQs from a source S to a destina-
tion D depend on the maximum and minimum length (in
hops) of loop-free paths between S and D (distance N�1,
with N = 5 in fig. 3), which depend on the distance be-
tween S and D, N , and the neighbour density (right-side
density) of the network, m (m = 2 in fig. 3).

Formally, a unidimensional, multi-hop, wireless net-
work with infinite (countable) routers is modeled with a
graph G = (V,E), where V = {..., 1, 2, ..., n, ...}

n2N, is the
set of vertices (routers), with |V | = 1, and E = {(i, j) :
i, j 2 V, |i � j|  m} is the set of edges. The right-side
density of such a network, m, is the maximum number of
neighbours that a router i 2 V can have with id j > i.

Transmission of a RREQ (and a RREP) is modeled as
follows. Without loss of generality, it is considered a Route
Discovery in which router S ⌘ 1 (source) performs a RREQ
(broadcast RREQ) towards router D ⌘ N (destination)
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Figure 4: Asymmetric link (A,B), with strong direction A �! B
and weak direction B �! A.

– i.e., a right-directional IOF with source S. The best
possible relay for a router x 2 V , 1  x < N , is min(x +
m,N). The study is thus restricted to the subgraph G0 =
(V 0, E0), where:

⇢
V 0 = {n 2 V : 1  n  N +m}
E0 = {(i, j) : i, j 2 V 0}

Given a link (i, j) 2 E, p
i,j

2 [0, 1] denotes the proba-
bility that a transmission from i is received successfully at
j, and ṗ

i,j

denotes its complementary (i.e., the probability
that a transmission from i is not received successfully at j),
with ṗ

i,j

= 1 � p
i,j

. Events resulting from transmissions
over di↵erent links (links involving di↵erent routers) are
probabilistically independent. A link (i, j) is asymmetric
if the probability of successful transmission in one direction
(the strong direction) is higher than in the other (the weak
direction). If the strong direction of link (i, j) is i �! j,
then p

i,j

>> p
j,i

. Figure 4 illustrates an asymmetric link.
Unidirectional links are particular cases of asymmet-

ric links, in which the weak direction has probability of
successful transmission = 0.

With ↵ 2 [0, 1] being the fraction of asymmetric links
in the network, a link is asymmetric with probability ↵
(P-model [34]). A network (N,m) with 100⇥↵% of asym-
metric links can be described with a tuple (N,m,↵).

An infinite network (N,m) is fully described with an
infinite matrix P = (p

i,j

)
i,j2N. A route request/reply pro-

cedure from S ⌘ 1 and D ⌘ N can be studied in its finite
restriction P0 = (p

i,j

)
0<i,jN+m

.
Table 1 summarizes the notation used throughout this

section.

3.3. Probability of RREQ Transmission Success

Given a (N,m) network, T
n

= i is the random vari-
able describing the last router that newly received suc-
cessfully the n-th transmission of the RREQ (n � 1, i 2
{0, 1, 2, ..., N, ..., N + m}). If no new router received the
n-th transmission, then T

n

= 0. If transmission n reaches
the destination router N (T

n

= N), the RREQ is assumed
successful (with path length n if T

n�1

< N), and T
n

0 =
N , 8n0 > n. If transmission n reaches (at most) router
j : N < j  N +m, but is not received by router N , then
T
n

= j.
Transmission n of a RREQ by a router j, with N < j 

N + m, makes the system evolve towards state N (T
n

=
N) if it is (newly) received by the destination; otherwise
the system evolves to (a) state k 6= 0, k > j, if the next

transmitter can still reach the destination N (i.e., , if k 
N+m), or (b) to state 0 is the transmission fails or further
transmitter cannot reach N – in this case, the request has
been unsuccessful.

The process T = {T
n

}
n�1

is a discrete-time Markov
chain indexed in n and defined in Lemma 1:

Lemma 1. The set of states of T is:

ST = {0, 1, ..., N, ..., N +m} (1)

The transition matrix of T is T = (t
i,j

)
0i,jN+m

,
where:

⇢
ti,j = pi,j

Qi+m
k=j+1(1� pi,k) , 0 < i < j < N

ti,N = pi,N , i 6= 0, N
(2)

and:

8
>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>:

t0,0 = 1
t0,i = 0 , 8i > 0
ti,i = 0 , 8i 6= 0, N
tN,N = 1
ti,j = ṗi,Npi,j

Qi+m
k=j+1 ṗi,k , i 6= 0, N ;

N < j  N +m
ti,0 =

Qi+m
k=i+1 ṗi,k , 0 < i < N

ti,0 = ṗi,N
QN+m

k=i+1 ṗi,k , N < i < N +m
tN+m,0 = ṗN+m,N

(3)

States 0 and N are absorbing states in T , i.e., once the
process has reached these states, they cannot evolve to any
other state.

From that, it is immediate to observe that:

Lemma 2. The probability that a RREQ is successful in a
system (N,m) is:

lim
n�!1

[Tn]
1,N

= [(T)N+m�1]
1,N

(4)

This corresponds to the probability that a request has
reached state N in at most N +m� 1 transmissions.

3.4. Probability of Route Discovery (RREQ+RREP) Success

The Markov chain T̂ is instrumental for computing the
probability that a Route Discovery is successful, i.e., that
both RREQ and RREP are sent and received successfully. T̂
is based on the previously defined chain T , and has a tran-
sition matrix (t̂

i,j

), t̂
i,j

= Pr{RREQ on (i, j) successful;
RREQ on (i, k), k > j, k  i +m, not successful; RREP
on (j, i) successful}.

By definition of the model, successful transmissions at
(i, j) and (i, k) are independent if j 6= k. In a system
with a fixed fraction ↵ of asymmetric links, however, suc-
cessful transmission in (i, j) is not necessarily independent
from successful transmission in (j, i), and the relationship
between the former and the latter is specific to the link
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Name Description

G = (V,E) Network graph.
N 2 N Number of routers.
m 2 N Right-side density.
↵ 2 [0, 1] Fraction of asymmetric links.
G0 = (V 0, E0) Subgraph for Route Discovery.
P = (p

i,j

)
1i,jN+m

Matrix of probabilities of
p
i,j

2 [0, 1] successful transmission in G0.
E{X} Expected value of random variable X.
T
n

State of route request and discovery,
T̂
n

respectively, at time n.

T = (t
i,j

)
0i,jN+m

Transition matrices for T and T̂ ,
T̂ = (t̂

i,j

)
0i,jN+m

respectively.
S ⌘ 1 2 V Node 1 (also denoted S), source of

the Route Discovery.
D ⌘ N 2 V Node N (also denoted D), destination of

the Route Discovery.

Table 1: Notation.

characteristics1. Consequently, there cannot be a general
closed form of equations (2) and (3) for T .

t̂
i,j

describes the probability of transition in T̂ between
state i and state j in a single step. In this case, transition
to j 6= 0 implies that a RREQ transmission from i happened,
this transmission was successfully received by router j, and
not by any router k : k > j, and RREP will be successfully
transmitted from j to i. This leads to Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. The average probability of discovery success
(RREQ+RREP) can be computed as follows:

lim
n�!1

E{(T̂n)1,N} = E{(T̂N+m�1)1,N} (5)

3.5. Probability of Bidirectional Connectivity

Topology and link characteristics of the system, de-
scribed by P, allow to compute the upper bound for the
probability of success in route discovery (RREQ/RREP pack-
ets exchange between S and D). This upper bound does
not depend on specific mechanisms, it is a characteristic
of the system itself.

In the described model, this upper bound corresponds
to the probability that a RREQ reaches D in (at most) N +
m � 1 transmissions, and the corresponding RREP reaches
S in (at most) N +m� 1 transmissions, i.e.:

lim
n�!1

[(Tn)1,N ]2 = [(TN+m�1)1,N ]2 = [1�(TN+m�1)1,0]
2 (6)

1In particular: if a link direction (j, i) 2 E is weak, direction
(i, j) is necessarily strong (i.e., with high probability of success in
transmission); if (j, i) is strong, (i, j) could be strong or weak (with
a probability related to ↵).

3.6. Particular Case: Bernoulli Asymmetry

The Bernoulli model for asymmetry describes links as
follows:

• Each link is asymmetric with probability ↵, symmet-
ric with probability (1� ↵).

• In symmetric links, probability of transmission suc-
cess is p

b

in both directions, probability of failure
(1� p

b

) (Bernoulli distribution).

• In asymmetric links, probability of transmission suc-
cess is p

b

in the strong communication direction and
p
u

<< p
b

in the weak.

• Probability of transmission success over links is static
(does not change with time) and transmissions over
di↵erent links or times are independent.

• There is no distinction between broadcast and uni-
cast transmissions.

The mean of the probability of successful transmission
over a link (i, j) 2 E (i.e., , |j � i|  m) is:

E{pi,j} =
↵
2
pu +

⇣
1� ↵

2

⌘
pb (7)

Since equation (7) does not depend on the indices i, j
(as long as |j � i|  m), and for the sake of simplicity on
the notation, hereafter p̄ ⌘ E{p

i,j

}. Based on equations
(2) and (3), E{t

i,j

} is as follows (non-exhaustive list):

• If |j � i|  m, with 0 < i < j < N :

E{ti,j} = p̄ (1� p̄)i+m�j
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• If |j � i|  m and i 6= 0, N , j = N :

E{ti,j} = p̄

• If |j � i| < m and i 6= 0, N < j  N +m:

E{ti,j} = p̄ (1� p̄)i+m�j+1

• If |j � i| > m, E{t
i,j

} = 0.

The probability that transmissions over links (i, j) and
(j, i) are both successful has the average: q̄ = (↵p

b

p
u

+(1�
↵)p2

b

). Therefore, E{t̂
i,j

} is as follows:

• If |j � i|  m, with 0 < i < j < N :

E{t̂i,j} = q̄ (1� p̄)i+m�j

• If |j � i|  m and i 6= 0, N , j = N :

E{t̂i,j} = q̄

• If |j � i| < m and i 6= 0, N < j  N +m:

E{t̂i,j} = q̄ (1� p̄)i+m�j+1

• If |j � i| > m, E{t̂
i,j

} = 0.

These allow solving equations (4), (5) and (6).
Figure 5 depicts the average probability that the route

discovery is successful (RREQ+RREP) and the upper bound
for the probability of success in Route Discovery, and fig-
ure 6 the average probability that a RREQ from 1 to N
is successful, as a function of the fraction ↵ of asymmet-
ric links, for (N = 5,m = 2) networks with P-model link
characteristics.

As expected, performance degrades substantially with
an increasing fraction of asymmetric links. In particular,
when all links are asymmetric (↵ = 1), the probability that
Route Discoveries succeed is close to zero (0.002, i.e., only
0.2% of discoveries would succeed in this case), even when
bidirectional connectivity is available 19% of the times.
Adapting Route Discovery mechanisms to leverage bidi-
rectional connectivity instead of relying on bidirectional
paths may substantially increase Route Discovery qual-
ity – in this example, the gap between the upper bound
and the legacy route discovery mechanism probability of
success is between 25% and 35%, for scenarios with a sig-
nificant portion (15% to 80%) of unidirectional links in the
network.

Figure 5: Average probability of discovery success (RREQ+RREP) and
upper bound for probability of bidirectional connectivity, for (N =
5,m = 2), as a function of the fraction of asymmetric links in the
network (↵ 2 [0, 1]).

Figure 6: Average probability of route request success (RREQ), for
(N = 5,m = 2), as a function of the fraction of asymmetric links in
the network (↵ 2 [0, 1]).

3.6.1. Sensitivity to Parameters

Figure 7 depicts the impact of right-side density (m)
in the probability of discovery success, for di↵erent frac-
tions of unidirectional links in the network (↵). For dense
networks (m � 12), the probability of success increases
abruptly when the minimum shortest path from S to D
reduces its length, as a result of increasing the right-side
density (m = {12, 16, 24}). Step increases in the average
probability of success discovery occur when a new path
with less hops becomes possible due to the increase of
right-side density m.

Figure 8 shows the decrease in the probability of dis-
covery success with the number of hops between S and D
(= N �1), for a relatively sparse network (m = 2). As ex-
pected, the probability of success decreases exponentially,
more dramatically in presence of unidirectional links.

Figure 9 shows the impact of the network scale (factor
F ) in the request performance. The figure depicts the av-
erage probability of success (RREQ IOF+unicast RREP and
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Figure 7: Average probability of discovery success (RREQ+RREP)
for di↵erent values of ↵ (fraction of unidirectional links) andm (right-
side density).

Figure 8: Average probability of discovery success (RREQ+RREP) de-
pending on N (length of the discovery), for m = 2, for di↵erent
values of ↵.

upper bound) for di↵erent networks (N,m), in which N/m
is constant, N = N

0

F , m = m
0

F , for di↵erent values of F .
Networks with higher value of F are denser (routers have
more neighbours), but requests need to traverse a similar
number of hops.

In these networks, the presence of asymmetric links has
limited impact on the (potential) ability to establish bidi-
rectional communication between S and D (above 90% for
F > 1, for all considered values of ↵). However the perfor-
mance of route discovery (RREQ flooding and unicast RREP)
degrades substantially as ↵ increases: less than 20% of the
requests are successful for ↵ = 0.4, no matter how dense
(F ) the network is. This suggests that this Route Discov-
ery procedure is not adapted for these scenarios (dense and
strongly asymmetric networks), but Route Discovery per-
formance can be substantially improved with more flexible
mechanisms.

Figure 9: Average probability of discovery success (RREQ+RREP) and
potential average probability of success (upper bound) depending on
F (scale factor), for N0 = 8, m0 = 2, for di↵erent values of ↵.

4. Unidirectional Link Detection

Reactive routing protocols assume that links are bidi-
rectional, and include mechanisms to check for (and, ex-
clude) unidirectional links during the Route Discovery pro-
cedures. A mechanism for unidirectional link detection,
denoted Reverse Bidirectionality Check (RBC ), is speci-
fied for (and used by) di↵erent reactive routing protocols,
e.g., LOADng [35, 36, 3], DSR [1], or AODV [2].

In this section, the existing approach RBC is detailed
in section 4.1. RBC is performed during the RREP phase.
If a link does not pass RBC, then it is blacklisted so as
to exclude it from further Route Discoveries. However,
as detailed in section 4.1.2, this entails a risk of installing
false forward routes.

In order to avoid the risk of false forward routes, sec-
tion 4.2 proposes a Forward Bidirectionality Check (FBC ),
consisting of testing link bidirectionality in the RREQ phase,
i.e., when the RREQ is being flooded towards the destina-
tion.

4.1. Reverse Bidirectionality Check (RBC)

RBC consists of verifying bidirectional connectivity of
each link in a route during the RREP forwarding phase,
i.e., when a RREQ has reached the destination D and D
has sent a unicast RREP towards the source D, so that
every intermediate router installs a forward route towards
D.

More precisely, given a source, S, a destination, D, and
a shortest path from S to D, p = {S ⌘ x

0

, x
1

, ..., x
n

⌘ D},
when an intermediate router x

i+1

2 p, transmits a RREP to
a router x

i

2 p, router x
i+1

indicates, by a flag in the
RREP, that it expects to receive an acknowledgement (in
this paper denoted RREP ACK) in a timely fashion. Failure
to receive an expected RREP ACK is interpreted as the link
(x

i

, x
i+1

) being unidirectional and only working in the di-
rection opposite of which the RREP was sent (i.e., x

i

!
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Figure 10: An example Route Discovery process when faced with
unidirectional links. The grey arrows indicate the underlaying L2
connectivity. S seeks a route to D, issues a RREQ (b) which is flooded
through the network (b-c-d) until it reaches the destination D –
which responds by generating and unicasting an RREP (f).

x
i+1

), and triggers an action of “blacklisting” that link, as
described below.

4.1.1. Blacklisting

Figure 10 displays a blacklisting example: the grey ar-
rows indicate underlaying L2 connectivity, and the L2 con-
nectivity between A and B is unidirectional (figure 10a)
in the direction A!B. Route Discovery proceeds, as in
figure 1, until figure 10f, where router B does not receive
an expected RREP ACK – and therefore “blacklists” router
A. When eventually S times out and re-initiates the next
Route Discovery, the RREQ received by B from A is ignored,
i.e., is neither forwarded nor processed (figure 10i), thus
the RREQ received by way of the path S ! C ! E ! B is
forwarded to D – and, the path S $ C $ E $ B $ D is
established.

Therefore, the RREP ACK mechanism aims at eliminat-
ing unidirectional links in the route, at the cost of in-
creased overhead and delay.

4.1.2. False Forward Routes

While failure to receive an RREP ACK may be indica-
tive that the RREP was not delivered (with reference to
figure 10f, that would be indicating that layer 2 communi-
cation B ! A is not possible), it may also occur when the
RREP was actually delivered (thus communication B ! A
is possible) but the RREP ACK itself was lost (thus, no com-
munication A ! B confirmed).

This case is particularly harmful as it will cause a “false
forward route” to be installed: if in figure 10f the RREP was

received by router A, but it was the RREP ACK (and not the
RREP) that was lost, router A would forward the RREP to S
– which would assume that a bidirectional route existed,
and would start using it for data tra�c.

Recovery from this situation would only occur when
failure to deliver data tra�c across the “false forward route”
is detected, triggering RERR message generation, and a re-
newed Route Discovery procedure to be initiated.

This is not a hypothetical situation, nor is it one requir-
ing highly time-varying link properties — it can occur as
a consequence of di↵erent transmission rates of broadcasts
(such as is used for RREQs) and unicasts (such as is used
for RREP and RREP ACK), causing a RREQ to “reach further”
than a RREP ACK. WiFi is one example of a data-link layer
exhibiting possibly di↵erent transmission rates for broad-
cast/multicast and unicast transmissions [37] and where
this phenomenon can easily be observed.

4.2. Forward Bidirectionality Check (FBC)

By performing a bidirectionality test during forward-
ing of RREQ from the source S to the destination D, FBC
avoids installing a “false forward route”, as discussed in
section 4.1.2: a router does not forward a RREQ until such
time that it has been confirmed that bidirectional unicast
communication is possible between itself and the neigh-
bour from which it received the RREQ – in other words, a
reverse route is never installed if the corresponding forward
route is not verified to be available.

Specifically, on receiving a multicast RREQ, a router:

1. Bu↵ers the received multicast RREQ;
2. Temporarily installs a route to the neighbour, from

which the RREQ was received (but, not to the source
of the RREQ);

3. Unicasts a RREQ to that neighbour, with its own IP
address as originator, with the IP address of that
neighbour as Destination, and with a hop-limit of 1;

4. Awaits a unicast RREP from that neighbour to be
received.

• If a RREP is received, the bu↵ered multicast
RREQ is processed as specified by the unicast
routing protocol, e.g., as per [35, 36, 3].

• Otherwise, if no RREP is received:

– the bu↵ered multicast RREQ is silently dis-
carded;

– the temporary route to the neighbour is re-
moved;

– the neighbour is “blacklisted” as specified
by the unicast routing protocol for when an
expected RREP ACK is absent.

This ensures that a unicast RREQ / RREP exchange be-
tween two neighbouring routers occurs before the RREQ is
processed and flooded and, thus, guards against a “false
forward route” having been installed.
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Note that FBC also helps to avoid repeated Route
Discovery operations (corresponding to the flooding op-
erations of RREQs carrying paths including the unidirec-
tional link). This is, however, at the expense of a possibly
slower progression of RREQ flooding throughout the net-
work (since each new link has to be tested before RREQ for-
warding) and longer delays for successful Route Discovery
processes. Section 6 will quantify both the gain and the
incrementally slower RREQ progression resulting from this
mechanism.

5. Loop Exploration (LE)

The RBC and FBC mechanisms, both discussed in sec-
tion 4, aim at eliminating the unidirectional links from the
route discovery; all discovered paths are thus bidirectional.
On the other hand, in some scenarios, especially when fully
bidirectional paths are not available, it is preferable to
make use of paths possibly including unidirectional links.
In this section, Loop Exploration is proposed to discover
paths with unidirectional links. Naturally, as Loop Explo-
ration will make use of unidirectional links when bidirec-
tional links are not available, it requires that the data link
layer does not filter out unidirectional links.

Intuitively, the Loop Exploration (LE) mechanism re-
lies on the idea that, even when no bidirectional path exists
between two routers S and D in a network, bidirectional
communication can be established if two (at least unidi-
rectional) paths can be discovered from S to D, and from
D to S – and the path from D to S can be discovered,
if it exists, by traversing loops around unidirectional links
detected in the path from S to D.

Formally, for a path p between S and D, p = {S ⌘
x
0

, x
1

, x
2

, ..., x
n

⌘ D} = {(x
i

, x
i+1

) : 0  i < n} of
n hops, the fact that a link (x

i

, x
i+1

) 2 p is unidirec-
tional (x

i

! x
i+1

) implies that path p is not bidirectional.
In a path with unidirectional links, however, bidirectional
communication between S and D is still possible if, for
each unidirectional link x

i

! x
i+1

, there exists a loop
L
i,i+1

= {x
i+1

⌘ y
0

, y
1

, ..., y
l�1

⌘ x
i

, y
0

}, of l hops, such
that x

i+1

can communicate with x
i

via L
i,i+1

.
In the example topology in figure 11, exploiting the

loop L
A,B

= L
B,F

= {A,B, F,E,C,A} would enable bidi-
rectional communication between S and D, although no
path with only bidirectional links between S and D exists.

This section proposes an algorithm that, upon detec-
tion of a unidirectional link in the path between S and D,
allows finding a loop that can enable bidirectional com-
munication between the endpoints of the detected unidi-
rectional link. Exploring and identifying loops for each
encountered unidirectional link in the path, allows to com-
plete a RREQ/RREP, and thus to establish bidirectional com-
munication between S and D, as long as there exist avail-
able (possibly non-bidirectional) paths from S to D, and
from D to S.

The proposed algorithm is inspired by the approach
taken by [7, 8], in which flooding is used to detect a loop

for multicast in networks. This section further explores the
loop exploration algorithm for standard reactive routing
protocols.

Given a path p between S and D, and given a unidi-
rectional link x

i

! x
i+1

in p, detected by router x
i+1

, the
algorithm consists of three steps:

1. Detection of Unidirectional Link: using the RREP ACK-
based unidirectional link detection mechanism (sec-
tion 4), the end points of a unidirectional link (if
encountered), x

i

! x
i+1

, are identified.
2. Detection of Loop and Anchor: if a unidirectional

link is detected, a (possibly localised) flooding pro-
cedure is triggered to search for an alternative (pos-
sibly non-bidirectional) path from x

i+1

to x
i

.
3. Installation of Routing State: if loop and anchor de-

tection completes successfully, and a loop L
xi,xi+1 is

identified, the explored loop is traversed to install
proper forward and reverse routes in the involved
routers.

Each of these steps is detailed in the following subsec-
tions. Figure 11 depicts an example of the loop detection
algorithm in a route request from S to D with two unidi-
rectional links A ! B, B ! F .

5.1. Detection of a Unidirectional Link

The loop exploration algorithm is triggered when a
router detects a unidirectional link in the path requested
/ discovered by a source S to a destination D. It is as-
sumed that unidirectionality of link (x

i

, x
i+1

) is detected
by router x

i+1

by way of RBC (i.e., because x
i+1

fails to
receive the acknowledgement from x

i

to the unicast Route
Request). This corresponds, in figure 11d, to F not re-
ceiving an RREP ACK from B.

5.2. Detection of Loop and Anchor

When the link (x
i

, x
i+1

) has been detected as unidi-
rectional by router x

i+1

, router x
i+1

stores a copy of the
un-acknowledged RREP. It then performs a limited flooding
of a special Path Accumulation RREQ (RREQ-PA) message
with itself (x

i+1

) as destination. In order to prevent ex-
cessive overhead, flooding is limited to LES (Loop Explo-
ration Scope) hops from the triggering router. An RREQ-PA
is exactly as any other RREQ, except that when an RREQ-PA
is forwarded, the forwarding router records its own address
in the message. Thus, the recipient of an RREQ-PA will
know which path the message has followed2.

The behaviour of a router y receiving an RREQ-PA de-
pends on whether y is the destination of the RREQ-PA, or
not:

2
RREQ-PA-messages with behaviours as described in this paper

exist as extensions for most reactive routing protocols, e.g., for
LOADng [38], for DSR [39], and for AODV [40].
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Figure 11: Route Discovery in a topology where bidirectional connectivity exists between S and D, but not through a bidirectional path.
The underlying connectivity is as in (a), with the regular route discovery process depicted in (b), (c), and (d). When failing to receive an
RREP ACK from B, router F searches for an alternative path “to itself, via someone closer to S” by way of a RREQ with Path Accumulation,
as described in this paperand as illustrated in (e), (f), and (g) – with (h) depicting the path elements installed by regular RREQ processing
(black), regular RREP processing (green) and in blue the paths discovered and installed by the process documented in this section.

• if y is not the destination of the message (y 6⌘ x
i+1

),
then y records its own id and its own distance to S
in the RREQ-PA, before re-flooding the message.

• if y is the destination (i.e., y ⌘ x
i+1

), then the
RREQ-PA has traversed a loop L consisting exactly
of the routers recorded in the message.

– If no router is recorded in the RREQ-PA with a
smaller distance to S than that of x

i+1

itself, to
S, the RREQ-PA does not contain a useful loop
and the RREQ-PA is discarded.

– Otherwise, the router recorded in the received
RREQ-PA with the minimum distance to S, i.e.,
the router closest to S, is selected as the anchor,
a, of the discovered loop (A in the example of
figure 11).

Of course, if the anchor is the router triggering the loop
exploration, i.e., a = x

i+1

, then the detected loop does
not include router x

i

, the detected loop L is not valid, and
must be ignored, in as much as it does not allow bidirec-
tional communication between routers x

i

and x
i+1

. Oth-
erwise, router x

i+1

proceeds to the step of Installation of
Routing State (section 5.3).

To prevent deadlocks in the loop detection trigger-
ing router, x

i+1

, a timer t
loop

should be used to define
the waiting interval for a RREQ-PA reporting a valid loop.
Router x

i+1

may receive several RREQ-PA packets during
the t

loop

interval, indicating di↵erent loops L. The anchor
with minimum distance to the route discovery source will
be chosen. The longer t

loop

and LES are, the longer will
be discovered loops, and the longer the delay incurred in
path discovery; for t

loop

! 1 and no LES is set, any
existing reverse path will be detected, at the cost of high
discovery delay and associated overhead.

5.3. Installation of Routing State

Upon having identified a valid loop, x
i+1

must send a
(unicast) control message through the loop, so as to install
necessary routing state. Specifically, this entails to:

1. instruct the anchor, a, to forward a RREP to S, so
that S installs routes towards D via the anchor;

2. instruct routers prior to the anchor in the path from
x
i+1

(i.e., {E,C}, in the example of figure 11) to
install routes to D; and

3. instruct routers after the anchor in the path towards
x
i+1

(i.e., B in the example of figure 11) to install
routes towards S.
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5.4. Discussion

Loop exploration using flooded RREQ-PAmessages means
that, potentially, multiple loops can return – and, thus, re-
quires making a trade-o↵ between the length of loops, and
the length of time spent waiting for loops to be discovered.
The longer x

i+1

waits, the more likely it is that discovered
loops are longer – and, consequently, that they o↵er an-
chors that are closer to the source S.

Discovering anchors closer to the source, S, implies
that potentially fewer total loop exploration processes need
to be run – this, simply, because a detected loop may con-
tain multiple unidirectional links (each of which otherwise
would have required individual loop exploration).

6. Performance Quantification

To quantify the performance of the proposed FBC and
LE mechanisms, in comparison to the RBC and Blacklist-
ing methods as traditionally employed by reactive routing
protocols, NS2 network simulations are conducted.

For the purpose of these simulations, the IEEE 802.11b
data-link layer is used with the TwoRayGround propa-
gation model and acknowledgement disabled. The radio
transmission range is r = 250 meters. The data rate of
802.11b is set to 11 Mbps and a collision happens when
a router receives two or more overlapping transmissions.
The simulator will thus drop the involved packets. The
network scenarios consist of N = 125 static routers, ran-
domly positioned within a 1500m⇥1500m area. In order
to reduce possible bias from a specific topology, 5 di↵erent
random topologies (i.e., 5 sets of router positions, selected
randomly) are used in the simulations.

Simulations are run with di↵erent fractions of unidirec-
tional links in the network, ranging from 0% to 70% (with
reference to section 3: ↵ = 0 to ↵ = 0.7). For the sake
of simplicity, the directionality of a link is randomly de-
termined (unidirectional with probability ↵, bidirectional
otherwise) per scenario, and does not change over time.

For each simulated fraction of unidirectional links, and
for each of the 5 random topologies, 200 (non-overlapping)
Route Discoveries between random (source, destination)
pairs are performed – thus, each data-point corresponds
to the average of 1000 (non-overlapping) route discovery
operations with standard deviation as error bars plotted.

Figure 12 and figure 13 describe connectivity of the
simulated networks and length of shortest available paths
between tested sources and destinations. They provide
the theoretical upper bound for the route discovery suc-
cess ratio and the lower bound for source-destination path
lengths. In figure 12, bidirectional connectivity does not
require the forward and reverse paths to be the same;
bidirectional connectivity using the same path implies, in
contrast, that the discovered path is fully bidirectional,
i.e., its links fulfil the Reverse Bidirectionality Check (RBC)
and the Forward Bidirectionality Check (FBC). In figure
13, the forward path length is the (shortest) path from

source to the destination, bidirectional or not, while the
bi-directional path length contains only bidirectional links.

Figure 12: Connectivity of (source, destination) pairs in simulated
networks, ideal case

6.1. Evaluation Metrics

For evaluating the behaviour of reactive routing pro-
tocols when faced with unidirectional links, the following
metrics are of particular relevance:

• Route discovery success ratio, i.e., the ratio of
successful vs. total Route Discovery processes initi-
ated in the network. Easily calculated, this is the
ratio of Route Discoveries for which the originator
of the RREQ receives an RREP from the intended des-
tination.

• Average route discovery delay, i.e., the average
time (in seconds) needed for a route discovery to
succeed. This metric considers only successful Route
Discovery processes.

• Overhead, i.e., the average amount of control traf-
fic (in bytes/second) generated. This includes both
successful and unsuccessful Route Discovery processes.

• Average hop count, i.e., the average length of the
paths discovered by the routing protocols (in hops).

Although the simulated networks are static rather than
dynamic, the metrics used concerns only the route discov-
ery process – the results will not have significant change
in moderate mobile networks.

6.2. Routing Protocol Configurations

As discussed, reactive routing protocols may either: (i)
assume that all links presented to them by an underly-
ing data-link layer are bidirectional, and make no e↵orts
at detecting or accommodating unidirectional links, (ii)
assume that some links may be unidirectional and use
various mechanisms (i.e., RBC, FBC ) for excluding them
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Figure 13: Average path lengths between sources and destinations
in simulated networks, ideal case

from the routing topology, or (iii) assume that some links
may be unidirectional, and attempt at utilizing unidirec-
tional paths (e.g., LE ) for forming bidirectional connec-
tivity through the network. These policies can be imple-
mented over any routing protocol, and the mechanisms
discussed in this paper are indeed protocol-agnostic.

With this in mind, the following routing protocol con-
figurations are considered, in this simulation study:

• Single try. For a given destination sought, a single
Route Discovery is performed.

This reflects the assumption that all links are bidi-
rectional, i.e., (i) in the above.

• Reverse Bidirectionality Check with 3 retries
(RBC3). In this “basic” mechanism for handling
unidirectional links, a router x blacklists a link when
RBC over it fails, as per section 4.1, with the orig-
inator of the RREQ retrying Route Discovery thrice
before considering the destination unreachable.

This reflects the assumption that unidirectional links
may be present in the network, and the policy of
excluding these links from routing paths, i.e., (ii) in
the above.

This is also the unidirectional link handling mech-
anism, common to the specifications of LOADng,
AODV, and DSR. Using this as “default” seems to
imply a further assumption, which is that unidirec-
tional links are rare (with 3 retries, encountering
more than 2 unidirectional links will make Route
Discovery fail) in the network.

• Forward Bidirectionality Check (FBC ). As de-
scribed in section 4.2, RREQ messages are forwarded
only after checking the bidirectionality of the link
over which they were received. No retries are thus
required.

Figure 14: Average Route Discovery success ratio

This, again, reflects the assumption that unidirec-
tional links may be present in the network, and the
policy of excluding these links from routing paths,
i.e., (ii) in the above. No assumptions are made
about the density of unidirectional links in the net-
work, i.e., whether they are frequent or rare: FBC
skips all paths with any number of unidirectional
links, and Route Discoveries only succeed when a
bidirectional path is found.

• Loop Exploration after Reverse Bidirection-
ality check (RBC+LE). As described in section
5, LE is triggered when RBC fails (first attempt),
and allows the routing protocol to attempt at in-
cluding unidirectional links in the routing topology,
i.e., (iii) in the above. The route discovery is consid-
ered failed after 3 loop exploration retries. The hop
limit of loop exploration, or Loop Exploration Scope
(LES), is LES = 5.

This paper uses LOADng as the base protocol, into
which each of these are integrated and tested. This choice
of routing protocol is distinctly not significant. While ab-
solute values likely would change if any other reactive rout-
ing protocol was used (e.g., due to control messages being
of di↵erent sizes), the relative performance of the di↵erent
options would be similar.

6.3. Simulation Results

The key success metric is the ability to discover paths,
and figure 14 depicts the Route Discovery success ratio ob-
served in performed simulations, with error bars (whiskers)
corresponding to the standard deviation (�). Unsurpris-
ingly, when faced with an increasing fraction of unidirec-
tional links ↵, single try yields the least successful route
discoveries, whereas RBC+LE yields the most successful
route discoveries.

As expected, single-try also sees the shortest amount
of time to complete a Route Discovery (figure 15) – which,
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Figure 15: Average Route Discovery delay

Figure 16: Average control overhead

of course, must be seen in light of the fact that very few
Route Discoveries succeed (figure 14), and that those that
succeed discover short paths with few links (figure 17).
This is also visible in figure 16, where the incurred over-
head is constant: single-try does not adapt its behaviour
depending on the links directionality.

RBC3 manages to maintain a success rate close to 1
until roughly 20% of the links in the network are unidirec-
tional (figure 14) – after which it exhibits the same ten-
dency as single-try. This is rather intuitive: from their
very definition, blacklisting and retries in RBC3 allow
Route Discoveries to eliminate up to 2 unidirectional links
in a path, as detailed in section 6.2, and therefore to han-
dle networks with relatively low fractions of unidirectional
links. If paths are likely to contain more than 2 unidirec-
tional links, RBC3 performance degrades as in single-try.
RBC3 also sees a dramatic increase in Route Discovery
delays, as per figure 15, plateauing when the fraction of
unidirectional links reaches about 50%. This corresponds
to a situation in which a substantial fraction of success-
fully discovered paths have required three retries. This
is also visible in figure 16, where the overhead increases
as the fraction of unidirectional links increases, and each
successful route discovery necessitates retries.

Figure 17: Average path length measured in hop counts

FBC attains (figure 14) a success ratio of > 0.8, as long
as < 50% of the links in the network are unidirectional –
after which the success ratio drops o↵ rapidly. Thus, FBC
does better than RBC3 at finding bidirectional paths in
the network, provided that bidirectional paths do exist.
This is confirmed by figure 16, which shows that the over-
head for FBC starts to drop o↵ sharply when > 50% of
the links are unidirectional: when an RREQ is received over
a unidirectional link, it is dropped, not forwarded, and
thus does not generate further overhead. Of course, Route
Discovery cannot succeed in FBC when no path exists
over only bidirectional links – therefore, the success ratio
sharply drops for > 50% of unidirectional links in the net-
work, when the probability of being bidirectional is < 0.5n

for n-hop paths, i.e., < 0.0078 for paths of � 7 hops.
Compared to RBC3, the bidirectionality check of all

links in FBC incurs an additional control tra�c overhead
of around a hundred bytes/second in total over 125 routers
(figure 16) – or, roughly, 7 bytes/second per router in the
network.

Of note also, FBC yields an only slightly longer delay
than does single-try (figure 15): this is due to the extra re-
quired message exchange to verify bidirectionality of each
link before forwarding an RREQ. The delay incurred slightly
increases as the fraction of unidirectional links increases.
This is unsurprising, and explained by the fact that longer
paths result (and thus, more links require bidirectionality
check, see figure 17) as the fraction of unidirectional links
in the network increases.

When paths with only bidirectional links become rare,
all of single-try, RBC3, and FBC perform poorly.
RBC+LE yields, as does FBC, a success ratio > 0.9 for as
long as < 50% of the links are unidirectional. For > 50%
unidirectional links, the success ratio of both FBC and
RBC+LE drop o↵ – but with RBC+LE dropping o↵much
slower: when 70% of the links are unidirectional, FBC at-
tains a success ratio of only about 0.46, whereas RBC+LE
still attains a success ratio of about 0.85.

The delay (figure 15) and overhead (figure 16) incurred
by RBC+LE both increase steadily, as the fraction of uni-
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directional links increases. This is because LE is invoked
more frequently when (i) the number of paths with unidi-
rectional links increases, and (ii) the number of unidirec-
tional links on each path increases.

Specifically for LE, the paths S ! D and D ! S are
not necessarily identical in length, as depicted in figure 17.
The path D ! S is at least as long (in hops) as the path
S ! D: equal when all links are bidirectional, but with
D ! S being longer when LE is employed to overcome
unidirectional links.

It is worth to note that for the delay and path length,
only the successfully discovered paths are counted – thus
in some scenarios where the ratio of unidirectional links
is high, the delay and path length might decrease because
only shorter paths are discovered.

7. Conclusion

This paper has studied the challenge of adapting re-
active routing protocols for use in networks where a sub-
stantial, or even preponderant, portion of links are unidi-
rectional.

This paper provides an analytical model, allowing un-
derstanding of the impact of unidirectional links in re-
active routing protocol performance, and quantifying po-
tential performance improvements. Subsequent analysis
demonstrated that a common mechanism, Reverse Bidi-
rectionality Check (RBC ) (e.g., discovery of only bidirec-
tional paths based on blacklisting upon non-reception of an
RREP ACK, and timer-driven route discovery retries), which
restrict path discovery, can result in both a significant un-
derutilization of communication resources, and a substan-
tial degradation of routing performance, even when the
fraction of unidirectional links is relatively small. This pa-
per also identifies situations where RBC fails to properly
exclude unidirectional links from being included in routing
paths, causing False Forward Routes (i.e., routes with uni-
directional links in the “wrong direction”, rendering them
useless) to be installed.

This paper has proposed two mechanisms, for better
adapting reactive routing protocols to networks with uni-
directional links: Forward Bidirectionality Check (FBC ),
and Loop Exploration (LE ). These mechanisms have been
compared to RBC3 (i.e., RBC with 3 route discovery re-
tries – a common default mechanism in reactive routing
protocols [2, 3, 1]).

FBC is a proactive mechanism in which an RREQ is
only forwarded once the receiving router has established,
through a local message exchange, that the link over which
the RREQ was received is bidirectional. Since bidirection-
ality is checked, systematically and for every link, before
the RREQ is forwarded, a possible objection to FBC would
be that it may cause undue Route Discovery delays, as
compared to RBC3, in networks with few unidirectional
links. However, simulation studies using NS2 in random
topology networks with a variable (0%� 70%) fraction of

unidirectional links showed that even in networks with rel-
atively few unidirectional links (⇠ 5%), the delay of RBC3
exceeded that of FBC. These simulations also showed that
as the fraction of unidirectional links increased, so did the
benefit of FBC.

The simulations reveal that for an additional overhead
(as compared to RBC3 ) of < 7 bytes/second per router
in the network, FBC enables reactive routing protocols to
be resilient, even when faced with 50% of the links in the
network being unidirectional.

LE is a reactive mechanism which safely allows a re-
active routing protocol to use unidirectional links, when
encountered, for constructing (possibly non-bidirectional)
paths providing bidirectional communication between a
source and a destination. The Route Discovery success
ratios for FBC and LE are comparable as long as  50%
of the links in the network are unidirectional – with LE in-
curring a significantly higher control tra�c overhead than
FBC already when � 10% of the links in the network are
unidirectional.

In conclusion, this paper has established that Forward
Bidirectionality Check yields a considerably lower Route
Discovery delay, and a considerably higher Route Discov-
ery success ratio, than does the mechanism for handling
unidirectional link included “by default” in reactive rout-
ing protocols (i.e., RBC3 ) – and this, for a wide range of
fractions of unidirectional links present in the network. In
the topologies tested in this paper, this range was from
15% to 50% of the links.

Above that range, and with ⇠ 50%�70% of the links in
the network being unidirectional for the topologies tested
in this paper, Loop Exploration o↵ers an unparallelled
ability to maintain bidirectional communication – with a
Route Discovery success ratio of as high as 0.65 when 70%
of the links in the network are unidirectional.
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